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The Heart of the
Mediterranean

The Heart of the
Mediterranean
Amazing climate, dramatic vistas and hearty cuisine, embodies all things
Maltese. Many were those who occupied the islands in the course of their
lengthy history, leaving behind an artistic and cultural heritage.
The Maltese Islands are like nowhere else. Here you will ﬁnd great
prehistoric temples, fossil-studded cliffs, glittering hidden coves,
thrilling diving opportunities and a history of remarkable intensity.
Enjoy the contrasts of everyday life as you mingle with the locals during
exclusive meals, wine tasting, boat trips and more cultural experiences.
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HISTORIC CHARM

D R A M AT I C V I S TA S

Breathtaking
Blue Grotto

Historic & Contemporary

The less visited Southeast part of

The capital of Malta, Valletta, built by the Knights of St John, is a
harmonious grid. Fortress-like hilltop towns, and watchtowers dot

Malta is home to some of the islands’

the coast. Even Malta’s ﬁshing boats resonate with the past, their

most extraordinary sites. One of

prows painted with eyes, just like the boats of their Phoenician

these locations is none other than

predecessors.

the magniﬁcent Blue Grotto.

ICONIC OLD-WORLD TOW N S

A PASSION FOR FOOD
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RELAXED VIBE

ADRENALIN-FILLED EXPERIENCES

A Land of Contrasts
Malta’s landscape contrasts rocky stretches of coast that end in
dizzying limestone cliffs with sheltered bays that hide gin-clear water
and red-gold beaches. Take to the water in sky-blue traditional craft,
stately yachts or speedboats. Alternatively, relax and enjoy the slow
pace of Mediterranean life.

HUES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

The Blue Lagoon

DELICIOUS SEAFOOD

Located on Malta’s smallest inhabited
island - Comino, with its crystal clear
turquoise waters, golden rocks and
dramatic coastline.
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The World
is your Oyster

º

ROM E

LISBON

1 . 5 HRS
FLIGHT

3.5 HRS
FLIGHT

ATH E N S
2 H RS
FL I G H T

LO NDO N
BARCELONA

PARIS

2 HRS
FL IGHT

3 HRS
FLIGHT

3.5 HRS
FLIGHT

Take part and take off to Malta
If you haven’t already registered, sign up to become a Specialist Air Network member and you
could be taking off on this incredible trip*. Once registered you need to meet the qualifying
purchases during the promotional period (1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020)**.
2 0 19 -2 02 0

QUALIFYING
LEVELS

$300K

ºSome destinations listed have limited flights - only 1 per day. Please note to change

the date/time/route of your return travel will be subject to flight availability and will
incur a change fee in addition to any price differential in the airfare which may apply
due to your requested change.

=

ONE
TICKET

$550K

=

TWO
TICKETS

*Contact your distributor for more details on how you can join us on this ultimate
experience. **For full terms & conditions refer to the 2019/2020 Specialist Air
Network Registration Form.

